2.
3.a See LPA Website
4.a See LPA website
5.a See submitted Block Plan
6.a Official Complaint Thursday 24th February 2022.
Dear Mr and Mrs Noquet,
I am writing to you with the results of my review of your Stage 2 complaint as you did not feel
satisfied that issues raised in a Stage 1 complaint in November 2021 had been adequately
dealt with and you have asked for this to be reviewed.
You were informed that your complaint would be reviewed by myself, as a Senior Director
within Cherwell District Council and I thank you for your time Mrs Noquet, spent on the
phone with me on the 30th November, explaining the reasons for your concerns.
-

-

-

Lack of appropriate communication over the planning applications and
enforcements
As you are fully aware, this is a complex case and there have been a number of
external factors which have influenced some of the issues we have discussed. Large
elements are due to the impact of covid19 over the last two years and therefore some
of the work that you have undertaken. Other factors have related to resourcing issues
within the Planning team at Cherwell District Council, and the additional demand that
covid19 has placed upon the wider team. All factors that are understandable, however
one of the fundamental aspects of a good quality Planning Service is that regular
contact, engagement and working through applications is maintained with applicants
or at least explained to customers should there be delays.
I therefore consider your complaint to be upheld.
Complaint about Enforcement Officers and Amy Sedman
As outlined above, there have been several factors relating to previous issues on your
Planning Applications. Despite the upheaval of the last two years due to covid19, my
interpretation is that as a Council, we could have done better in terms of engaging with
you, fully understanding the issues and reaching out to enable a compromise. I have
spoken to Jane and Amy about the need to maintain dialogue and as you know, I was
very keen to ensure the site visit was arranged and went ahead. On complex cases
such as this, it is vitally important to actually see the land that is being discussed and
to be able to visually articulate the issues is far better than on email.
I therefore consider your complaint to be upheld.

continued

3.

On behalf of Cherwell District Council, I would like to apologise for the inconvenience,
confusion and upset that these matters have caused you. I know that you are working really
closely with Amy now and there are regular phone calls and an open dialogue to move matters
forward. Her perception is that you also feel better about the current position and that the
relationship is currently positive. I am very pleased to hear that and would like to thank you for
enabling this position to be reached.
I have also encouraged the wider Planning team to engage in a more proactive way with you.
This is reference to the matter of objections and determination of applications. An Officer
should have been in touch to inform you that the recent application remains under
consideration and that no decision will be made before the 17th February. I would encourage
you to continue the positive conversations with the relevant Officers. I am sure they will share
our relevant policies and published negotiation procedures if required.

7.a

See LPA web-site for third-party comments, in particular: College Barn farm, BBSG, Arundel
Wing, 84 Alma Rd Plymouth, Orlando Cottage, 6 Cotswold Close, Coranisa Isle Farm, Dower
House, Carters Yard and Lambs Croft.

8.a

Attached Rebuttals and additional statements:

9.a

SGPC ACV Re-listing
Additional Documents List:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Application Form
Planning Statement
A3Sketch View of Street scene
A3Elevations Drawings Plans
A3Block Plan and Location Plan
Location map
Old Barn Historical Photographs
Historical Ordinance Survey 1922
A3Superimposed Photograph Options
Block plan Street View
Case Officers Report
Decision Letter
Appendices8a&9a
Appeal Statement
Costs
Common Ground
Documents List and Appendices
Amy Sedman (Enforcement Officer) Letter

